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Our religious Great-Grandfather Jesus Christ was a Jew
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175175: in the jungle of paragraphes______________________________________________________________Hengst 2013-JAN-17 - 175175 im  Paragraphen-Dschungel STASI WeltuntergangJust imagine, you would be a Goddess, a female GOD from Greece or an Universal Almighty GOD even. What would you do, if Mother Earth would get in danger to become overcrowded?The signs are speaking for themselves, that it is even today just like this. A billion people are suffering hunger worldwide at the moment, and they hunger to death. They don´t have enough food, because there isn´t enough food for them and/or because they don´t have enough money to produce lifesaving food or import the food against payment and carrying the goods to their villages, homes and kitchen stoves. Is it really true, that we are too many on mother earth? Or are there not enough possibilities of money making in the extreme sunny regions of mother earth?I don´t know, but if we are too many people on mother earth, what would you do you Greece Goddess or Universal God, to handle or even solve this problem? It´s not yet known, what you would do to solve this overcrowding and/or food problem, but I know what the universal master of universe has invented and decided to do: He invented and let produce girls with much to small pelvic bones for instance, which prevent them as women to get children on a natural born way and it invented men and women, who install their personal life on the XX- and YY-base, because they feel drawn towards their own and not to other sexual life partners with a foreign chromosome structure. That is the answer of producing lesser children. This could be the solution of a GODDESS or a GOD…There are uncounted numbers of worldwide leading XX- and YY-persons, who are fascinating their fans and followers in culture, sports and professional fields, because they are able to realize performances and results, which normal people simply don´t seem to be able to produce.When the most successful piano player and singer Elton John and his life partner David Furnish (sorry for my memory of names, if this one is not correct), in cooperation with a well elected rented mother are producing a healthy child to the delight of the surrounding world and all friends and followers then it might be possible, that they were acting  without knowledge  against the will of GOD.  But they have organized at least two most important things for the life of the child: First of all they created an interesting and positively lived social surrounding, and second the fundamental monetary alimentation, which might survive the next decades successfully. Bravo, well done!!!They didn´t do that, what hundred thousands of other life partners are exercising worldwide, to produce children, who will never ever have enough money to have a chance getting the education, which is necessary to become a successful freelancer or a leader in working positions in an enterprise or other possibilities in economics, politics or public life, which would make them rich in all views and relations, a life, which would let them take part with the others on the fast lane of success with all its abilities in realizing themselves and their aims. They would live a normal life with a quite negative perspective, which might make them with a sure probability unhappy on a sort or long run, because they don´t see any light at the end of the social tunnel.
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If, a big if, if they are not able to pull themselves out of the sump of averageness by disciplined, diligent hard work and application of all their own abilities and talents for the welfare of the demanding companies and other users in economics and public life. Then they will have a chance to make it, only then, otherwise they won´t…The Chinese Government installed new facts for the future with the one-child-per-parents-only-rule. But they are a population of 1.3 billion living people even today. Europe has 350 million people in population only, but on what journey is the European continent? And what kind of future chances are we able to produce for our planned, wanted, but not yet existing children of tomorrow?When my father Alfredo was the eight child of his family in year 1920 and had to leave school at Bonn, because his parents Alex and Liz couldn´t pay the required and asked sum by the school for the expensive education, this disappointment in his life produced an intense fight against the law of reality by my father. He wanted to prove himself and the financial predicament of a straitjacket, that he would be able to do it by his own efforts and abilities, to realize a suitable and acceptable future for himself and his family.He really did it, because his sporty behavior, his iron hard working efforts, his friendly, determined mind and his cleverness, enabled him to convince persons in decisive positions to count on him and to use existing professional chances. He passed the High School examination, made two studies, one doctor title and the professional success in different Companies on his way of life, to contradict all negative prognostics during his youth time and get a successful man in all views and relations anyway. Well done, Alfredo!!! We shall see, how we shall judge ourselves at the end of our own life time, because you have produced a really worthy, nice and exemplary one in professional and private.PS: Due to this most complicated analytical problem I can well understand, that You are not really much interested to be neither a Greece GODESS nor an Universal GOD.
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PS 01: Kids are all right____________________________________________________________                                                           Hengst 2015-APR-19 – Kids are all rightThe whole story can be seen in a different light: vice versa, so-too speak… People from Australia might say: upside down…During the last days I saw some pictures of the young Kids of Elton John and David Furnish. I must admit, that their pretty faces look tremendous, with very fine defined lines and interesting details, obviously good genes they have. These Kids – self produced or adopted – are all right.  In other words, if a certain GOD might tell us something about XX- and YY-destinations, then we so called Normalos should maybe start thinking twice about how many Kids of our own genes we shall give a chance to live in an increasing overcrowded world with limited output of food, resources and welfare for this population: 7 billion people we are today, when we will be 10 billion??? Genius people like the perfect piano player Elton John and others might have and make their own decisions what to do with their outstanding abilities, talents and ideas. Therefore this seems to be for sure as well, they are working and producing in a successful way which is for good for their friends, their fans and followers all over the world, and their Kids as well. The question we have to ask ourselves seems to be: Are we others – normal XY-genotyped people, so-too-speak - good enough to do the same??? It is our responsibility to think before we are making any, not only important decisions…The question is: Yes or No, to do or not to do??? Whatever the result of our decisions might be, we have to stand behind our decisions after all.
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A good typerealizes (nearly) everything.Especialy as an actor.
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EVO-ARTCopyright: Manolo
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Paris-MontmatreCathedrale Sacre Coeur



Aus dem Buch der Bücher:

Bibel der Christen
______________________________
Offenbarung des Johannes
Kapitel 13 Verse 1 bis 18

13 - Das Tier im Dienste des Drachen - 1 - Und ich sah aus dem Meere ein Tier

aufsteigen, das hatte zehn Hörner und sieben Köpfe und auf seinen Hörnern
zehn Diademe und auf seinen Köpfen Namen voll Lästerung. - 2 - Das Tier, das
ich sah, glich einem Panther, seine Füße waren wie die eines Bären und sein
Maul wie das Maul eines Löwen. Der Drache verlieh ihm seine Macht, seinen
Thron und große Gewalt. - 3 – Einen seiner Köpfe sah ich wie zu Tode getroffen,
doch die tödliche Wunde wurde geheilt. - Und die ganze Erde wandte sich
staunend dem Tiere zu.

4 bis 16

17 – Niemand soll kaufen oder verkaufen können, der nicht das Malzeichen trägt,
den Namen des Tieres oder die Zahl seines Namens. - 18 – Hier ist die Einsicht:
Wer Verstand hat, der berechne die Zahl des Tieres; denn es ist eines Menschen
Zahl , und seine Zahl ist Sechshundert Sechzig und Sechs (666).

__________________________________________________________________

Kommentar:

Wer die allsonntägliche Messe in den Übertragungen des ZDF (Zweites Deutsches
Fernsehen) verfolgt, dem fallen Gitterstäbe auf, die diesen Übertragungen aus
dem überwiegend europäischen, aber auch weiteren weltlichen Glaubensbereich
vorangehen. Gitterstäbe? Wozu und weshalb? Ist die Kirche gefangen? Und wer
hält sie gefangen? Und demnach schlussendlich: wie lange noch?

Die christliche Kirche nennt die BIBEL der Glaubenslehre - eines der meistgelesenen
Bücher der Weltgeschichte - HEILIGE SCHRIFT. Es gibt sie in allen Sprachen der Erde.
Und diese Tatsache macht sie zum Buch der Bücher.

Die oben beschriebene Offenbarung des Johannes kündigt ein Zeitenende an. Ein
Zeitenende, das durchaus mit dem Datum des von den Mayas bekannten Kalender
übereinstimmen könnte: 21-DEZ-2012… Der Beginn einer Neuen Zeit. Der Beginn
einer Neuen Weltkultur, in der alle Völker - gemeinsam - nach dem Guten, dem
Richtigen, dem Heilenden streben.

In der Offenbarung des Johannes spielt die Zahl 666 eine wichtige Rolle.

Diese Zahl fand in der Vergangenheit eine Vielzahl von möglichen Interpretationen.
Doch diese eine scheint die richtige zu sein: Es ist die exakte Anzahl der Bundestags-
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From the book of the books:Holy bible of the Christian people______________________________Revelation of JohnChapter 13 phrases 1 to 18 13  - The beast  in the services of the dragon  - 1 -  Then  I  stood  on  the sand ofthe sea.  And I saw  a beast  rising up  out of the sea,  having seven heads and tenhorns, and on  his horns  ten  crowns,  and  on  his  heads  a  blasphemous  name. - 2 -  Now  the  beast,  which I saw  was like a leopard,  his feet  were like the feetof a bear, and his mouth like the mouth of a lion. The dragon gave him his power,his throne  and great  authority. - 3 -  And  I saw  one of  his head  as if it had beenmortally wounded, and his deadly wound was healed. And all the world marveledand followed the beast. 4 to 1617  And that no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name ofthe beast,  or the number  of  his name. - 18 -  Here  is wisdom.  Let  him  who  hasunderstanding  calculate  the number  of  the beast,  for it is the number of a man:His number is 666.__________________________________________________________________Commentary:The followers of the Sunday masses on the TV-screens (Zweites Deutsches Fern-sehen  Second TV-station in Germany) remark at the beginning of these tele-vised mass-services of Roman Catholic or Protestant churches all over the Germanspeaking aeras in Europe, but in Brazil (during the formula One Grand Prix 2011)as well, that there are four horizontal tubes from one side to the other of thescreen like being in a prison.Being in prison? I the church in prison? Who is doing this? And why? And howlong this will take?The Christian Church gives a name to the BIBLE: HOLY SCRIPTURE. It surely belongsto most read books in the history of the world. And it exist in all languages of motherearth. This fact make it to the book of the books.The above mentioned revelation of John is announcing an end of time. An end oftime, which really could be the date mentioned in the calendar of the Maya culture:21-DEC-2012… The begin of e new time. The begin of a new world culture, in whichall people in the world will try to realize  together  the good, the right things andthe healing for all kind of problems.



Abgeordneten in Deutschland aus dem Jahre 2002. Nach christlicher Zeitrechnung.
2002 Jahre nach der Geburt JESU CHRISTI in Bethlehem bei Nazareth im heutigen
Israel. Da viele Länder der Erde nach dieser christlichen Zeitrechnung planen und
öffentlich rechnen – bis heute rechnen – ist auch die in der HEILIGEN SCHRIFT ge-
nannte Wiederkunft des Retters der Welt, der den fast zwei Milliarden Christen
weltweit in JESUS CHRISTUS prophezeit wurde, für den zeitlichen Ablauf des exakt
zweiten Jahrtausends nach seiner Geburt ziemlich termingenau festgelegt.

Und die Gesamtheit der Mitglieder des deutschen Bundestages spielt darin offen-
sichtlich eine wesentliche Rolle. Dass dem so ist, verdeutlicht wohl – auch für alle
Unbeteiligte – die Tatsache, dass das Oberhaupt der Christen in der katholischen
Kirche, Papst Benedikt XVI. aus Rom, erst kürzlich vor dem deutschen Bundestag
eine Rede halten durfte.

Mehr noch…

Die Zahl 666 spielt in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland eine ganz genau definierte
Rolle. Sie ist auf jedem Rezept der deutschen Ärzte – unten rechts – verzeichnet.
Warum? Die Antwort liegt auf der Hand. Wer krank ist, braucht Medizin. Und wenn
ein Staat genau weiß, an welchen Krankheiten seine Mitglieder laborieren, der kann
vereinzelt, im Kleinen, aber auch im großen Stil gezielt auf diese Krankheiten oder
gar Seuchen reagieren. Durch vorbeugende Schutzimpfungen, aber auch durch heil-
ende Maßnahmen betroffener Personenkreise.

Wenn also ein Land oder auch Länder auf einem Kontinent oder gar die gesamte
Menschheit weltweit eine Problem-Krankheit zu bewältigen hat, dann muss diese
Problemzone für die Weltbevölkerung – wie beispielsweise die Krankheit AIDS – in
einer gemeinsamen Kraftanstrengung bekämpft und überwunden werden. Genau
das ist geschehen. Die Krankheit AIDS wurde erfolgreich bekämpft und ist heute
medikamentös heilbar. Noch sind die Medikamente sehr, sehr teuer. Doch schon
sehr bald dürften die Kosten durch die Massenproduktion soweit gesunken sein,
dass auch einer Heilung einkommensschwacher Regionen nichts mehr im Wege
steht.

Wir reden hier nicht über irgendeinen Kontinent.
Nein: Wir reden über die ganze W-E-L-T !!!

In Asien, vor allem in China, ist der Drachen ein Glücks-Symbol. Er bringt Frieden,
Gesundheit und ein langes Leben. Nach europäischer Lesart ist das etwas anderes.
Es ist genauso wie mit den Farben der Kleidung von Trauernden. In Europa trägt
man SCHWARZ bei Trauer um einen Verstorbenen, in Asien trägt man WEISS. Die-
se Farbe trägt man in Europa hingegen am „…schönsten Tag im Leben“. Dem Hoch-
zeitstag. Dem Tag an dem sich die Liebenden das JA-Wort für eine gemeinsame Zu-
kunft - in guten wie in schlechten Zeiten - geben.

Wenn also der biblische DRACHE und alle erforderlichen Mittel und alle beteiligten
Menschen in Institutionen, Regierungen und Unternehmen in einer gemeinsamen
Kraftanstrengung die drängenden Probleme der Zukunft dieser Erde anpacken und
lösen wollen, dann könnte das im Maya-Kalender genannte Datum 21-DEZ-2012 tat-
sächlich der Beginn einer Neuen Zeit sein.

Mögen alle direkt Beteiligten, aber auch alle sich am zukünftigen Glück der Erde noch
immer unbeteiligt fühlenden Menschen , mit Geduld, Fleiß und Energie an einer glor-
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In the revelation of John the number 666 is playing an important role.This figure found many possible interpretations during the past. But this one onlyseems to be the right one: It is exactly the number of members of the Bundestagof the BRD (Law giving institution of the Federal Republic of Germany) during theofficial period in year 2002. According to Christian time counting. 2002 years afterthe birth of Jesus Christ at Bethlehem close to Nazareth in Israel. Because manycountries on earth are planning and officially counting  even today are counting  the exact comeback of the savior of the world, who has been announced to thenearly two billion Christian people worldwide by prophecies in the person of JESUSCHRIST, is fixed for the second millennium after this date of his birth.And the completed number of the members of the German Bundestag is playing anessential role in this prophecy. That this is true will be confirmed by the fact, thatthe head of the Christ of the Roman Catholic church, Pope Benedictus XVI. fromRoma-Italy, only a short time ago was allowed to hold a speech in front of theBundestag at the town Berlin-Germany.The figure 666 is playing another exactly defined role in the Federal Republic ofGermany. It is written on each prescription of German doctors down under at theright side. Why this? The answer is laying on the hands. Who is ill needs some helpin form of medicine. And if a State knows exactly on which illnesses its membersare suffering, is enabled to help in small detail of even in big scale if these diseasesare developing to become a huge epidemic, by prophylactic protection vaccinationsor controlled healing  methods of the circles of involved persons.Therefore it is perfectly clear that a country or countries of a whole continent or evenThe whole mankind worldwide has to overcome a problem-disease, then this problemZone for the inhabitants of the world  like AIDS for instance  has to be fought in ajoint power action and overcome in the end. Exactly this has happened. The diseaseAIDS has been beaten successfully and is possible to be healed nowadays. Of coursethe medicine against AIDS  is still very, very expensive. But this will change quite soonby cutting the cost through mass production and this will enable the help for peopleliving in regions with lesser income to pay the medicines and be healed again.We are not talking about any continent.No: We are talking about the whole wide W-O-R-L-D!!!In Asia, especially in China, the dragon is a symbol of luck. It brings peace, health anda long lasting life. In European culture this is a bit different. It is similar to the colorsof the clothes of people who are in mourning. In Europe we are wearing BLACK, if weare in mourning for a close member of our families , a friend or a colleague, for this inAsia WHITE is the color to be worn. But this is the color of the “…best day in lifetime”the marriage of two persons in love, who want to stay and live together until the endof their days  in good and even in bad times, as goes the words of the ceremony.If according to this the DRAGON of the bible and all necessary funds and all involvedPeople in institutions, governments and enterprises work together in well adaptedstyle and actions to solve the most important problems of the future of mother earth,then the date mentioned in the calendar of the Mayas 21-DEC-2012 could become adate for the begin of a NEW TIME.May all directly involved persons, but all the others, who are willed to participate in the future luck on earth, but feel not yet involved in it try hard by working together with care, energy, diligence and patience for a glory future, that the Christian church, who had started this incredible difficult project in connection with official institutions, will be released and set free from the lattice bars of the past.



reichen Zukunft arbeiten, erfolgreich an einem Strang ziehen, damit die christliche
Kirche, die im Einklang mit den öffentlichen Institutionen dieses ungemein schwierige
Werk in Angriff nahm , von den einengenden Gitterstäben der Vergangenheit erlöst
und befreit werden kann.

Der DANK ist der christlichen Kirche und allen anderen, die guten Willens sind, sicher.

Noch ein Wort zu mir. Ich begann meine Jahre des Lernens zwar schon mit der Geburt,
doch ein einschneidendes Datum ist mir stets gegenwärtig: Am Freitag, den 13. April
1956 wurde ich eingeschult. An diesem Tag - aus meiner heutigen Sicht ein Glückstag –
freute ich mich vordergründig über eine Schultüte mit Inhalt, aber hintergründig lernten
alle Schulkameraden und ich ab diesem Datum die Vorteile des A-B-C Alphabetes ken-
nen. Wir lernten Lesen und Schreiben. Wir lernten Sprachen. Wir lernten Rechnen. Wir
lernten unseren Körper sportlich fit zu halten. Wir lernten die christlichen ZEHN GEBOTE.
So bereiteten uns die Verantwortlichen eines Staates auf die Zukunft vor. In der Hoff-
nung, dass wir uns zu guten Menschen und Mitbürgern entwickeln würden, auf die sich
ein Staat verlassen kann. Aber auch ein Staatenbund, ein Kontinent, und somit auch die
ganze Welt verlassen können.

Genau das ist der Grund, weshalb ich mich auf den 21-DEZEMDER-2012 freue.

Packen wir es an. Gemeinsam!!!
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The Holy Bible with the wonderful pictures is offered for € 1.450,- in the bookshop at the Cathedrale in Cologne. A truel Jewel.
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A big hand for a THANK YOU for the Christian church will be said be all of us, who havea good will.Just a word about me. I started the years of learning with the date of birth like anybodyelse, but the most demanding date in my life is still in my memory: Friday the 13-APRIL-1956, the date of my first day in school. This day  from my point-of-view of today alucky day  I was simply happy about some gifts which are presented in Germany for thiskind of a second birthday or another date of celebration, but more than that was counting the reality, that all of us started to learn: the initialize the A-B-C alphabet, to learn reading, arithmetics and to speak other languages. We learned to keep our bodies fit as well andwe learned the ten commandments of the religion. That was the way how the responsiblepersons like State authorities were educating us for the future demands. In the hope, thatwe would develop and transform ourselves into national citizens who behave in good andcorrect way on which a State may count on. Like combined States like Europe, a continentand therefore even the whole wide world could count on.Exactly this is the reason why I am glad that the 21-DEC-2012 will happen this year.Let´s work together as a team!!!With hearty greetings,sincerely yoursManfred Alexander Klutmann (24-DEZ-1949 in DE-Bonn Deutschland)
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Remarkable Carnumber:D-CH 666__________________________When Uscha and me drove to England with an AUTO BECKER Düsseldorf -Ferrari 400i to visit Paul Vestey - the owner of the immaculate Ferrari 250 GTO - we had the number plate D - CH 666 fixed at the car. 666 could stands for the Holy Christian Bible and the so called number of 666 human beings in the chapter Revelation of John 13, 18. And the character “D” stands for Deutschland or Düsseldorf and “CH” for the official abbreviation at cars from Switzerland.  Obviously Helmut AUTO Becker was involved in the Master Plan of the CIA, because he wanted to use the name “KRAFT and HERRLICHKEIT” for the Ferrari book “Fascination on wheels”, which we worked on together with Henryk P. Leschzyk in the years 1983 and 1984. “KRAFT and HERRLICHKEIT” is a direct derivate of the Christian prayer “Our Father” and that´s what´s all about the come-back prognosis of Jesus Christ around the second Millenium after his first appearance on mother Earth. (Proof: page 156 of Wensky-article in the Ferrari book of AUTO BECKER-ISBN: 978-3-923-883-14-5.) And Wensky means in German-English: Wen and sky means, whom we have to send up into the SKY? WEN-SKY? This is a typical CIA-question. I think it is the 100 % man: AL PACINO, but what about Robert De Niro or Danny De Vito? I don´t know… And we shall see soon, I hope!!!
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A Ferrari 400i in London - England.
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Ferrari Number D-CH 666______________________________________________When AUTO BECKER Düsseldorf send Uscha and me in year 1983 to England for the making of the Paul Vestey photos and story about his car collection, including the Ferrari 250 GTO, we were allowed to drive a light metallic green-blue Ferrari 400i. This left hand-driven car had the Chassis-No. 46000-something and was  maybe  due to assurance reasons, written onto my name in the papers of the car (This info was given to me later by Mr. Baues, an employee of AUTO BECKER). I know, that AUTO BECKER sold a Ferrari 400i to the USA, maybe with my name in the papers of the car, but I don´t know, whether this was the car, which we took to England for making the Vestey story. In all cases, I never ever felt like being the owner of a road driven Ferrari car until today, because I neither bought one nor somebody else presented the Italian car as a gift to me!!!
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666 - Don´t trust anybody of your lovers                                           ______________________________________________________________________________The Munich film company Constantin produced a comedy in year 2001, in which a music genius becomes a taxi driver called Frank Faust. Faust is the name of an important work of the German poet Wolfgang von Goethe, therefore it´s no wonder, that a certain Mephisto II is playing a role in this funny film as well. Well played by the actor Armin Rohde from Bochum by the way, who is a family member of the famous Doctor Faust, who sees a true chance that all his dreams and wishes will be fulfilled, without losing his soul and if yes, who cares?The female main role is not called Gretchen, but Jennifer (this chosen name is a 100 % proof, that the whole film is inspired by my screenplay ROCKY 6 chapter 6.1: this is a statement by the author Manfred Klutmann – Lüdenscheid). In this film some main characters of the Munich High Society play some small Cameo-parts: Ralf Bauer, Boris Becker, Verona Feldbusch, Iris Berben, Henry Maske, Heiner Lauterbach and Thure Riefenstein (who plays a photographer, the lover of Jennifer...) Claudia Schiffer is playing in this important German Hollywood production as well!Whatever the outcome of this funny comedy might be, the main information is delivered by the title of the ANTI-STASI-film: 666 – Don´t trust your lovers. Why this? The answer is simple: Because the STASI has fixed microphones at your bedrooms and is recording every single word of your conversations. Like is has been done in the mother of all US-masterpieces of an army comedy film: M.A.S.H. with Elliot Gould and Donald Sutherland.
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The proof: 666                                                                                                                             __________________________________In the magazine SPIEGEL No. 30 page 32 of year 2002 it is proven:                                                                                        The number overall of officially registered members of the                                                                           German Parliament has been 666 during this legislative period.











A drive to the
Holy Grale

__________________________________________________________________________________

One day in year 2001 my father said to me: „Look into third TV-program, there will be an interesting
film about the Holy Grale!”

He didn´t have to tell me this twice. I looked into the TV-magazine for the right day and time. Then I
noted it down into our calendar in the kitchen for being reminded for this important date. The date
arrived. I felt a mixture of happiness and skeptical waiting. Would it be a scientific report about the
less successful research in different old castles, ruins or churches for the most important relic of the
Christianity, the Grale of the last supper of Jesus Christ? With which Joseph of Arimithräa according
to the Christian legend used to collect the blood of Jesus himself from his wounds at hands, legs and
the right side at the cross.

Or would it be a reliable collection of documents with fascinating pictures and living time witnesses
out of different countries, in which the holy relic played a role or is playing a role of adoration even
today?

Fortunately it was the second one. And the description of the location was spectacular and precise.
The Holy Grale of the Christianity, which played an important role as well in the saga of Parzival and
Lohengrin in the opera houses and theatres all over the world since many centuries, because only a
knight without any failure on his soul would find and remark it as the Holy Grale, which was
protected by the walls of a religious place: the Spanish monasterio de San Juan de la Pena.

This is close to the small town Jaca and a bigger one: Zaragozza, in the north of the Pyrenees. Not so
far away from the French pilgrimage location Lourdes at the other side of the frontiers. The paths to
the Grale are printed on official maps and therefore simply to be found by driving on the right
routes… But would it be possible to see the Grale? Yes, I would. But I didn´t know this yet. And the
journey was adventurous, fascinating, wonderful, a journey, which you will never forget. Not
important, whether you are a Christ, a believer or not.

My notes in my agenda to the Holy Grale start with a date: Thursday, 06-DECEMBER-2001 at 13:50
hours. The chronological notes are: Lüdenscheid – cloudy. Hagen – sun down under the clouds.
Wuppertal – wonderful. Belgium – very fine. Namur – great traffic jam. I left the motorway and
carried on driving over the ordinary roads. Many miles later I saw a magnificent Jesus Christ hanging
at a cross made of stone. After a 180-degree turn of my BMW Cabriolet I took pictures, which I used
later for producing my oil panting called “According to George Orwell 1984 supervised Jesus,
protected by a coat of vitamin crystal for ASPIRIN made by Bayer-Leverkusen, modeled in the
rainbow colors and hanging over the pyramids in Egypt land” – This could be my longest title for an
oil painting title since I started painting…) – Hours later: Paris – Place de la Concorde. La Tour Eiffel.
Elke – my very international cousin – lives here since a couple of years in an apartment at the right
side of the river Seine with a tremendous view to the Eiffel Tower within the center of Paris. A
postcard view into all directions…
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According to George Orwell 1984 supervised Jesus Christ with crystal mantled structure consisting out of the pain medicine ASPIRIN by BAYER-Leverkusen and modeled in rainbow colors pending                                                     above the Pyramids at Egypt.
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Aspirin-Jesus- by Manolo -



We went into a restaurant near by her apartment. We had a superb meal and a nice chat together.
At the next morning Elke said bye-bye to me by handing me over… a red apple. I felt a little bit like
Adam. But I had to leave this French paradise behind me. Orleans was waiting. There still today is
existing today a well restored house with red window fittings, a museum now. At which the virgin of
Orleans really lived in the 14 century, just before she could hear the voice(s), which made her to the
successful leader of the French armed forces in the fight against the English invaders. Nevertheless
the fact, that Jeanne d´Arc, this is her name of origin, who died in a mighty fire, which was allocated
after the judgment of the inquisitors, she is still today a Holy person not only for the French people.
They are remembering her by a huge statue close to the Louvre museum and the Hotel Meurice,
where Jeann d´Arc is sitting on a big golden horse with an armour of a knight at the Rue de Rivoli in
the center of Paris. The Tour de France of the professional bike-knight riders are lapping around the
place of her statue during the very last day of her yearly race around this beautiful country. You have
to see it, absolutely, the Tour de France, the Hotel Meurice, and… Jeanne d´Arc!!!

Not to speak about all the other things around this. Paris has the special something, at each corner,
every street, on every bridge, in each bar, each bistro, restaurant and Hotel, everywhere, whether
you are old, adult, young or a child. P-A-R-I-S. Oh la la. „Ganz Paris träumt von der Liebe“ (Tout Paris
dreams of love“) is a quite well-known song, or a chanson, like the French say. Who is in Paris, must
hear chansons. Song by tremendous artists like Edith Piaf for instance. Francoise Hardy, Jacques
Dutronc, Michel Polnareff, Charles Aznavour. Maurice Chevalier. Gilbert Becaud. Or France Gall.
Sylvie Vartan. Johnny Hollyday, or Patricia Kass. Is this the correct writing of her name? Not to forget,
of course: Carlo Bruni, the married wife of the French President Nicolas Sarkozy, and what about
Charlotte Gainsbourg, the daughter of Jane Birkin and Serge Gainsbourg? Her last CD seems to be a
big success in France.

Apart from the music you have to eat a baguette – a white bread - together with one of the 400
French cheese sorts and drink a bottle of red wine of the French regions. That´s the way it was
written in my journey book, all right. But… there is indefinitely much more than this. In the
restaurants you are sitting very close to each other, sde-by-side, desk by desk. As if they are all
belonging to the same family. You could hear and follow the conversation , which any male desk
neighbour is leading with his female desk neighbor. But you are not doing this. You are talking to her
by yourself. That is the way to live, by doing something by yourself. Not only by night. Gourmets are
dining, eating and drinking in a fantastic restaurant, maybe highly located above the river Seine,
maybe in the Tour d´Argent, with a view to the church Notre Dame. There lived the man of the bells,
played by Charles Laughton in the Hollywood film, protecting his adored Esmeralda from the sight of
the eager people. Notre Dame: What a marvelous Cathedral, worthy to be seen and visited. It is fine
for clearing your spirit and soul. The organ has a fabulous sound. The buy of the CD is a good value
for the money…

But any night comes to an end sometimes. In my agenda it´s reading like this: Sunset in rainbow-
colours at the Eiffel Tower, picturesque, wonderful. Ships on the river Seine. Two Metro subways
crossing their path at the iron Seine bridge. Chains of lights by the cars driven to business places and
selling shops with a masterful sun. Drive into the direction of the Airport Orly and Orleans… the
motorway was produced and paid by private persons and the State authorities. I preferred to pay the
money for the use of the motorway instead of spending hours and hours on the overland roads. My
BMW Cabrio liked every kilometer. Passing the beautiful landscape with animals and farmhouses
and places of old and young architecture. For instance the Futuroscope (by engineer Tendue)
somewhere behind the town Tours. From the motorway it looked very spectacular, very well to be
seen, a huge silver glancing Alu-mirror layer-construct with breathtaking edges and corners in
convincing harmony. I left the motorway to observe it from a closer point-of-view with all its details.
– At least, I observed it as good as I could and carried on driving. Orleans was calling. Carry on in text,
please…



In Orleans I visited the very old cathedral, absolutely worthwhile to see. Every pillar, every capital,
every niche is breathing history. Did Jeanne d´Arc make a prayer here? If yes, for what did she pray,
after the battles had been beaten, her personal escape or rescue or the eternal peace for the human
mankind? I don´t know. But if stones could talk, what would they do? Talking or keeping silence? I am
not so sure about it. Salut Jeanne. Let´s hope, that your soul found its last peaceful place. And that
the history of your personal life might enlighten us all on our global journeys and
research and hope for luck.

In Bordeaux, the vine metropolis at the Atlantic ocean (the saga of Atlantis seems to be true, because
this magic town is laying close to New York-USA in the Atlantic ocean and has even today a
remarkable pyramid), I visited the Christmas market, which was smelling like mulled vine, cinnamon,
sugar and almonds. With sensible care developed selling stands were presenting the products of the
traders, manual workers, artists and industry. I bought some gifts for the family for my arrival after
coming back home. How it should be, normally. After this I was delighted to eat a Peppone salad with
Morzarella cheese and bread dusted in oil. But until this moment, I was not yet tired at all. Therefore
I carried on driving: 176 kilometers to the town Pau. Nearly nobody else was on the road. I felt a little
bit lonely on my motorized pilgrimage.

In the morning I entered the town Lourdes. This famous town of the pilgrims at the feet of the
Pyrenees, where the Holy Virgin Mary – the mother of Jesus Christ – has appeared and talked to the
local maid Bernadette for 17 times in a quarry, the so called Grottes des Loups, the cave of the
wolves. Did live wolves over here in earlier days? Today above of this cave, where uncounted
believers at a statue of the Holy Virgin Mary from all over the world are praying and taking part in
masses, is located a baroque church. At a wall are fixed water pipes, from which the sacred water
from Lourdes can be collected in own or bought Lourdes bottles and brought home for the prayers
with the sign making of the cross at the head and breast of oneself as reminder to this very inspiring
and mystical place of the Christianity.

More than this is situated a huge modern cathedral down under the garden of this aera for many
hundreds of believers and help looking pilgrims. There have been many magic recoveries from
illnesses at this place of the Holy Bernadette. Healed wounds and healed suffers, which couldn´t be
healed by the art of the doctors. Maybe they were not able in their practices to wake up the healing
power of the all creating archetype of energy called GOD in the head of the ill persons, like this
spiritual holy locations obviously was able to do sometimes. Some of these healings or recoveries
have been accepted by roman-catholic church as wonders, because the healing of the illnesses was
normally not possible due to the knowledge or the state-of-the-art of medical science. The word
goes: “Help yourself, than GOD will help you, too!” Yes, something in this is true. May you believe in
the existence of wonders. Maybe you will become a vivid witness of one. People, who have been
healed by a wonder in the written stories of the Holy Bible have been told by Jesus Christ himself:
“Your faith helped you!!!” – Whether you are in Lourdes or at your personal doctor to solve an illness
problem. May you believe that you will be healed. That is the only chance that it will really happen.
The people who don´t believe that it may happen that they are healed, will not be healed. Even not
at Lourdes.

Who is able to create from an invisible male life cell in combination with a nearly not possible to be
seen female egg cell a good functioning human body with eyes, brain, hands, legs and a perfectly
adapted system of soft organs and hard bones and teeth, this one will be able as well to heal - any –
illness of the human body: not important how you may call it, GOD or Manitu or else in all languages
of the world religions, the creator of anything, the most intelligent being of the highest possible
order.

But one question will still remain. Who created GOD or Manitu? I am unfortunately not intelligent
enough, to answer this question in general… Maybe a speculation will make it or a hint. Somebody is
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always the number one. Not important where, everywhere. Even in outer space of mother earth. Or
above this space… Can this be true: GOD was created by nothing?

For sure not only myself will be engaged in such playing thoughts and questions, but any pilgrim, who
is on his way or a journey to any Holy place. My journey went on. The agenda presents many names.
Locations or places worthy to be visited: Urdos – Col du Somport – Canfranc – Jaca. Yes: Jaca. This
place in the Spanish pyrenees mountains has a castle built in form of a star with a very remarkable
line of the wall behind a wide water ditch. Today it´s empty. The observer is looking for the Holy
Grale. It seems to be possible that the Holy Grale is well protected behind these large walls. But in
year 2001 is was not like that.

I went to the EC-cash machine to stay liquid, financially spoken, for all the things which would come
in the future. And there were coming quite a lot of things, whose existence I was aware, but whose
reality I didn´t had lived in yet. But I was eager, that they finally would happen to me.

And that´s the way it was. I visited Jaca and the tourist office. There I asked for the Holy Grale, the
Santo Graile or the Santo Caliz in Spanish language. A sympathetic lady gave me an address allocated
at the other side of the same road at Jaca: the official office of the Holy Grale. Director Gerente Senor
Jose Lalana Serrano was dressed in a dark green military outfit and welcomed me in his well climate
controlled room at the Avenida Rgto Galicia 21 bajo at E-22700 Jaca-Spain. He stood up behind his
huge desk with Spanish flag and many photos, among others of the Spanish King Juan Carlos and
Queen Sofia, and shook hands. All looked very official and impressive. I felt, that I was right here.
The whole Spain was standing behind this location of Christian history.

Senor Serrano gave me the name of the right location of the Holy Grale: the monastery Castillo San
Juan de la Pena, only a couple of miles away from Jaca, situated in the mountain area nearby. There
he was: The Holy Graly of the Christianity. But in the second April week of next year (2002) it would
be driven to Valencia in a carriage, protected by 12 guardians on their horses. Then in the monastery
San Juan de la Pena would be present a copy of the Grale only. But it would come back, of course.
Another army like planned excursion of this enormously worthy treasure. Senor Serrano said Good
Bye to me with a kind of military precision, which gave his spoken words even more weight and
value.

After this official talk – which made me somehow even more happy and excited for the things which
would have to come – I bought a newspaper, in which four Spanish guardians of the Grale were
presented on a photo. My GOD, the Holy Grale is not a secret at all, but lived reality in this corner of
Spain. How blind we all others are living only a couple of miles away of this place, I silently thought
by myself.

The BMW Cabrio mastered the winding road to San Juan de la Pena without any problem. After a
long straight I was suddenly in a pinewood. On a well serviced parking place with banks and tables
made by trees inviting for a picknick I stopped the car and observed the fascinating stony decorations
of the old monastery, which was tremendously good looking in the rays of the sun. The Holy Grale,
my GOD, I am there, I thought silently by myself again. – But I was not yet there, at the right place. It
seems to be always like this. It comes completely different then we think.

The big wooden entrance gate was – of course – closed. Didn´t move a single millimeter. How it was
possible to enter the gate, if it was possible to enter? No bell, no ring, no anything at all was to be
seen and which could reveal my presence. My loud tapping and knocking onto the old wood of the
gate created no reaction. The gate of the very, very old building was remaining closed. I was looking
around a bit disappointed and remarked a much modern building, in typical land house style of this
region anyway, maybe fifty yards away of this old monastery on the other side of the bumpy road. I
started marching to it.



Oh yes. Here I was absolutely right. The door opened without any delay and I found myself in the info
center of the Holy Grale. I looked restful around this place only to ask the decisive question to the
Info-Lady: “Please, where is the way to the Holy Grale?” – The lovely Lady smiled and answered
friendly: “The Holy Grale is laying down under this bumpy road outside of this center...” – Down
under? Maybe I looked a bit strange, after having received this somehow difficult information, which
I tried to identify as quick as I could.

Very pensive in respect to this enigma-info I said good bye and marched back to the BMW. I started
the engine and drove on the bumpy road again. Not backwards, but the part, which I was not yet
knowing. Suddenly I saw a round shaped red-and-white “No thoroughfare”-road sign. HELO was
written on it. Was there missing a character, an „L“ for HELLO? Not really. We are in Spain and HELO
means ice. But not HELADO, which is ice as well, but that one which we can eat… We are in
December 2001, therefore it was quite possible, that the bumpy road was changing into an ice
channel. And if the ice channel would begin to be steep, my BMW easily could be transformed into a
one-man-bobsleigh. What to do? If you have driven over such a long distance to reach an important
goal or target, then a well meant traffic post can´t stop you. I accelerated the BMW quite sensibly.
Just having a look, whether here is some ice or not…

There was no ice. But the road made a long left hand loop, downwards, and disappeared behind a
steep mountain ridge, which threatening piled up above the BMW. “My GOD, what kind of massif
mountain they have over here!” I thought by myself, when I realized a very sacral looking building
placed in a huge cave completely down under the massif mountain. Like a nest for the eagles built by
human hands. Is this – maybe – the right monastery San Juan de la Pena? Well protected behind a
sharp corner, after all onlookers believed that the above laying monastery is the right one? Very
clever these monks…

The Info-Lady was right. The Holy Grale-place was laying down under her info-center, geologically
spoken. Here I was right. I looked down the road and saw some attendants directing the parking of
the cars. All of them were parking at the left side of the banks. I was looking for a parking place and
drove down the road, turned around and placed the BMW at the right side of the road. Like all the
other had done. Even two huge busses found enough space over here for having a break.

Beside the entrance to the sacral eagle nest-walls was a cashier box, a good sign. If you pay, you will
get something to see. This is worldwide the same procedure. Let´s see, what will come. And there
was a lot to come, a lot of stony steps. And a crypt with a spacy room for the monks maybe, who
were laying down on the heaps of straw during their sleep at night. A small stream of secret water
was flooding out of the stony wall. Entering a basin, in which the monks might have washed, if they
liked. Clean method, I thought by myself…

I marched up the steps and entered a small museum with photos, texts, Christ at the cross, all in
wood. Christ at the cross, all in stone. Beside this were laying the dress of a knight: chain shirt, iron
armour, sword, helmet with visor. Iron gloves. Best wishes from the crusaders. There was as well a
photo agenda of the Spanish Emperors with marvelous paintings of the Royal families over decades,
like it has been normal in times without photographic possibilities. Besides this were the data of their
history. Outside of this museum was a cloister, a tremendous piece of stony art. All in all maybe ten
square ten yards in a triangle. A monastery guide arrived with his group of tourists, who were greedy
to get any information they could receive about this Holy place. I listened to his words. We visited a
stony chapel. The guide made a short instruction. And that was it. Finish. Here started the steep
mountain massif again. But… where was it then, the Holy Grale?

I left the guided group and investigated the old building for something special like a hidden treasury
room, which I overlooked during my way of conquering the monastery. Exactly how it was. During
running up the steps I overlooked the entrance of a double altar room with two altars. Two centers
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of a room, in which the Christians were celebrating their Holy masses. And on one of them – yes –
there stood a brown and black cup with green side lines allocated on a golden pedestal and some
more or less precious stones, well protected by a glass vitrine and five windows: the Holy Grale?

Yes, here it was: T-H-E H-O-L-Y G-R-A-L-E.

I was alone in this stony sacral monument with the endless worthy treasury of the Christianity. The
history of Jesus went like a film in my spiritual eye. Especially the scene with the Roman legionnaire
called Longius, who tried to kill Christi at the cross by opening his body at the right side with a lance.
And the wounds of Christ, done by brutal nails, hammered within the ulna and spoke of his arms and
in the center of the feet of his legs, all over with blood, which is finding its way down from the body.
And Joseph of Arithmithraea, who collected this blood within this cup – maybe seven centimeters in
diameter and six centimeter in height – which is standing in front of me at the altar. I got a goose
peel. What a great completely irrational feeling I had, and that I got the opportunity to live very
close, if not within this history, just now in this particular moment.

Of course, I wanted to make a picture of the Holy Grale, but without the glass vitrine. Short thoughts,
quick reaction, I stormed up the steps again to the guide of this monastery, who just in this moment
was saying very politely bye-bye to his group. I waited politely as well until he had finished
and asked him the all decisive question: “Is it possible to make pictures of the Holy Grale?” – Of
course it was possible, he answered without hesitation. I followed him to the altar room and there he
took off the glass vitrine according to my demand. My camera made a few pictures from the near-by
and the total vision. I had started to sweat. Not by running up the steps, but due to the excitement.
In the focus of my camera the Holy Grale disappeared in a cloudy wall on my eye glasses.
Nevertheless the fact of this the result on celluloid of the film showed the sheer beauty of the Holy
Grale.

Now I made the last risky and courageous attack. I asked the helpful monastery man to give me the
allowance to drink out of the Holy Grale. Like it was done by Jesus Christ during the Last Supper
together with his ten male followers and two female Mary Magdalena and Caecilia. Exactly out of
this cup, which was standing here in front of myself. The guide of the monastery became nervous,
seemed to be shocked. His face got white colour like a limestone. Or similar to it. I played my last
trump: “You may allow it. This here is only a replica. A copy of the Original of the Holy Grale!!!“ – The
monastery man swallowed. But his face got the right colour back again. He wasn´t speechless
anymore: “Sure, it´s only a replica…” He did not hesitate anymore, said this and took the Holy Grale
into his two hands.

I poured some EVIAN-water, which I had brought with me especially for this moment, into the Holy
Grale. When it was full of it, the monastery guide passed it over to me. I gave him my camera. He
should make a picture. How I was drinking from the Holy Grale. He did it. It became quite blurred.
Anyway, I had drunken from the Holy Grale. What an incredible good feeling, to realize something
unthinkable like I had done in the last minutes…

The Holy Grale smells… GOOD. Is it made from horn? It seems to be done from this exotic material of
an animal. I have no idea how the artists realized this form from. – I drank the Grale half empty or
half full, if this makes a sense. Then I passed the Holy Grale over to my courageous monastery man.
He drank the cup empty. Or was it vice versa? Did he drink first and then me? I can´t remember
exactly. I was too excited. The pictures had been done. I really found the Holy Grale in this
wonderful, but somehow scaring historical surrounding and that was it, I had successfully reached
the target of my journey.
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But this was by far not yet all of it. After I said a very kind Thank You to the friendly monastery guide,
I drove across the Pyrenees into the direction of Zaragossa and Barcelona to the monastery
Montserrat. Close to Zaragossa I noticed two AUDI racing trucks on their halt on a parking place of a
motorway restaurant. Obviously they were on their way back home to Ingolstadt-Germany after
having taken part in a race weekend of the international so called German Touring Car Championship
Masters.

Only a short time before this I promised a lovely Lady in a CEPSA-fuel station, to visit her again during
my next visit at the Holy Grale. With a sports car, I hoped, if she would have any interest to make a
driving test. Yes, please… was the answer and the question was “…with an AUDI?” – I was more likely
to think about a drive in a Ferrari road racer or sports car, but the way the Lady said AUDI seemed to
be quite well informed to me. What about AUDI? Was AUDI flanking my path to the Holy Grale the
whole way long? Was it AUDI, who informed my father Alfredo about the time and date, when the
most informative report about the most important relic of Christianity would be placed in TV? Yes,
this seemed possible to me. Some coincidence is well planned intention. And some good intention
has accidentally good results. We hope the best for anybody.

How has it been at Le Mans in year 2011. Two Ferrari 430 sports cars and two AUDI ultralight
prototype racers collided very heavily and created two huge monster crashes. Fortunately enough all
involved drivers came out of their cars without any harm at all. This was the best proof, how well the
carbon fiber protected cockpits are working. They really saved the lives of the pilots in high speed
crashes done in 300 Kilometer per hour. Sure, I didn´t want to be in the car of the drivers Mike
Rockenfeller or Alain McNish, when the overtaking AUDIs were brought out of lines by the two
Ferraris and were sent with absolutely full speed into the guard rails of the race track, by intention?
I don´t hope so, because this wouldn´t be very sporty, but unfair.

Anyway, the crashes showed us the following: The racing cars of our times have an incredible high
degree of passive car safety. This should be transformed into the serial production cars of our daily
used cars. Thanks to AUDI… and thanks to Ferrari as well!!! – Observers of the scene at Le Mans or at
the TV-screens worldwide believed that at least one fatality would have taken place after these hard
attacks into the armcos. Thanks to the cars, but as well to their safety equipment and H.A.N.S. (Head
And Neck Support) at the helmets this hard destiny was avoided. The professional racing driver since
four decades now Hans Stuck looked very impressed by observing the accident at the TV in the AUDI-
pits. Did he believe in a very small surviving chance of McNish? Yes, this might be possible. But
McNish had only a little torsion of his arm, nothing else. It really looked for much, much more.

If the end is good, anything else is good an old proverb says. We are at 10-December-2001. And I
carried on driving to the Sierra-mountains at Barcelona. In the highly located monastery Montserrat
is a statue of a black Madonna in a cathedral. The believers touch her hand with their own fingers by
passing through an open side of the glass protection shield. And this is the way of asking for help and
support to the daily life routines or other problems. In front of this cathedral with its many
uncounted little incense containers I was introduced to a professional tennis player. I started talking
to her, because I liked her Asiatic face and the way in which she talked to her companions, her coach
and media manager. In 2001 I didn´t know her name. Today she is very well known and is a Superstar
in China. Her name is: Li Na. She is belonging in the meanwhile to the best tennis players on earth
and is fighting for victory with famous names like Wosniaki, Williams, Kusnetzowa, Radwanska,
Sharapowa, Jankovic, Petkovic, Ivanovic and Lisicki. Yesterday she played the final at the Sydney-
Australia tournament against Asarenka. It was a very close game. Li Na nearly won it. Li Na gave me
her E-Mail address, taught me some words in Chinese and we wished us both a happy future during
our smiling way of saying farewell.

The secretary of the monastery told me quite self-assured, that according to his personal opinion the
Holy Grale might be hidden behind the safest doors of the best bank on mother earth. Therefore I
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didn´t tell him about my little secret of San Juan de la Pena. During the night I slept in the car and
started my drive again at the border town La Jonquera: 04:00 hours. Around six o´clock I passed
Narbonne. Here is ending the car transporting train from Cologne-Germany with all the holiday
seekers for Spain and for collecting the homecoming one again. On motorway A8 I drove to Aix-en-
Provence, Arles into the direction of the Cote d´Azur and Marseille. At Cannes I visited the Castillo
Garibaldi. It is the home of a very nice Picasso museum. The shown collection of the very productive
Spanish painter, who lived quite a while in France, because he loved the land and the people so
much, is representing fun to live and a rich momentum of ideas. Over 14.000 paintings were created
by Picasso during his live time, not to speak about the over 7.000 ceramics built up by his busy hands
in the valley Vallauris by Cannes and all in all 2.200 graphics as his work had been developed by
scratching structures into copper plates, from which worthy black-and-white prints had been taken
and sold worldwide to interested collectors, a terrific work. It´s well deserved, that Picasso has been
the very first living artist, who was allowed to present his work during his lifetime with an exposition
in the Louvre museum at Paris-France. This took place in the 1960s. And his fans and followers were
coming from all over the world into the French capital to be a part of the show.

I bought myself a Picasso binder. Until today I have two dozen of Picasso books in my room and –
really – I have read them all. Why this? Because Picasso is the pictorial base of my future activities on
the field of art, which I announced to the German Patentamt in Munich in year 2000 and which have
been protected at 03-JANUARY-2001 under the trade mark certificate Number 300 37 291 as my
personal copyright worldwide:

EVO ART.

This is a derivate of the name EVOLUTION ART (!) for my artwork. And this means further
development. The scientist Charles Darwin believed in this by himself developed theory of the
further development of all kinds of biological structure in flora and fauna in the nature, which
surround us and called it Evolutionary Theory.

For myself EVO ART is the changing from a simple into a form of multi layers, when I am painting, the
black-and-white structures of a Picasso drawing into a colorful oil painting for instance. During his
life time Picasso had enough ideas, which he presented on the art market successfully. But in year
1905 his art manager Kahnweiler had to push him hard, to continuing the way of art he had
developed – called Cubism – by painting the “Dames in the rue de l´Avignon” , Ladies with African
faces, which influenced his painting style and which he had overtaken from some masks of the
continent Africa. Picasso felt to be in a no end road, but together with his art friend George Braque,
a very successful painter as well, they found out of this and created many cubistic art works, which
Kahnweiler placed and sold to high sums and prices on the art market.

All of his continuous and with a very fine drawing pencil created graphics by Picasso are an
immaculate pattern for oil paintings in color. On the sides 62, 305 and 362 of this book “Hollywood
stories:…” there you may find beautiful proofs of this art form called EVO ART based on Picasso and
his work. My next exhibition with this – hopefully interesting enough for the very important people
of the art circles – is planned and seems to take place soon. Keep fingers crossed that it may happen
and be a success for all the visitors, buyers, the Picasso Administration at Paris and the Gallery Udo
Schmidt, which represents my EVO ART work at Lüdenscheid-Germany. Then EVO ART will make his
way on the art market. That´s for sure as well…

I carried on driving to Monaco and did a photo safari, everything which seemed to me being worthy
to be taken for the lovers of good pictures or simply for my own collection were banned onto films.
Interesting good dressed people in front of fine structured places or palm trees, beautiful buildings,
mountain views in front of the mediterranian seaside. Really all is there what the heart of the



ambitious photographer is longing for. I was pleased to think about the upcoming Formula One
Grand Prix at Monaco in May 2002, a real treat. I would be there, at least as a photographer.
I hoped…

The BMW Cabrio looked around for a way on the Formula One racetrack. Completed a whole lap
only to carry on driving into the direction of Roquebrune and Menton to Italy. A little while late I
arrived at Alassio. It was dark night now. Here the palm trees had been focused by huge flood
lighters into a powerful green color. The little streets in the inner town had been decorated for
Christmas, a real charming fishermen village at the Italian Riviera. At the Hotel Giusto in the next
village Varraze I found a place to stay overnight and took a marvelous meal with fish, pasta, tomatoes
and gelato.

The night was short but relaxing. At seven o´clock I took a small breakfast and drove into the
direction of Genua. In this town Christobal Colomb was born before he started in year 1492 with his
ship Santa Maria, the smaller ships Nina and Pinta and the paying help of the Spanish crown
represented by Queen Isabella form Portugal to cross the Atlantic Ocean and find the West Indian
islands, which later was called America according to another expedition maker with the name
Amerigo Vespucci. The Vikings under Leif Ericsson were the very first to find this continent in year
1.000, but officially this discovery was not accepted, because it was not supported by the states
authorities. Therefore it is not always mentioned in the history books…

Close before Santa Margharita di Ligure I drove through a beautiful mountain village, before I drove
down to the Mediterranian sea, to visit the world famous town Portofino, a postcard view, known by
many films in TV and cinemas as well. I parked the loyal follower of the house BMW at the bus
station and made an excursion by feet through this well beloved village by inhabitants and tourists,
too.

At the harbor is built an extensive quay wall into the sea. Suddenly a MV Agusta helicopter of the
HELI Union France was gliding and landing onto the very slim place on the quay without falling into
the water. The precision of this flying machine and its pilots were very fascinating indeed. Two
inhabitants from Portofino were opening the cockpit door and collecting two post bags and changing
out some spoken words, nodded their heads, before the metallic monster dragonfly hurried up into
the sky again. A real nice starting manoeuver accompanied by the beautiful sound of its turbine
engines. My camera made some motor driven pictures per second and realized some quite
convincing pictures onto the film.

After this I noticed a little church or chapel highly above the mountain ridge situated opposite to
Portofino. I climbed up by feet over steps, stairs and paths. The great door with their huge relief of a
sculpture chain was – unfortunately – closed, therefore I prayed in front of the church room for all
the busy people in the occident and orient, during which the fascinating view onto the far away
down under the mountain laying Portofino with its uncounted numbers of pretty sailing boats and
motor yachts caught my senses.

A little later I set free my senses again from this multi colored view of the small houses at the harbor
and drove the BMW along the road of the bay into the direction of La Spezia and motorway. A
marvelous conducted two lane drive over the mountain ridges at Berceto reminded me to the very
first race, in which Enzo Ferrari, the founder of this most successful car and racing car manufacturer
at Modena and Maranello-Italy, took part and finished fourth placed at the town Parma, in year 1919
this took place. On a CMN car. This was before he officially was a member of the Alfa-Romeo team as
a racing driver and race director later. In 1932 he founded his own racing team called Scuderia Ferrari
with Alfa Romeo cars again and later in year 1940 he founded AAC (Auto Avio Construcioni – Car and
Aero plane Constructions). After World War 2 in year 1947 he finally changed the name of the
company into the world famous and prestigious brand SEFAC Ferrari to produce cars and racing cars.
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Tucano is the name ofEnzo Ferraris Restaurant in Modena (Viale Trento Trieste).



Many years from now I asked myself, why the FIAT group, having such an immense potential magic
name in their collection, why they did not change into FERRARI in general. It´s obvious that many
people – maybe even woman – wants to own a Ferrari sports car in their lifetime. But obviously as
well against this idea are some professors of universities and controversial exclusive thoughts of
other economic spirits. How long will their resistance last? A buy of a payable FERRARI, that would be
the certain something…

These thoughts remind me to year 1986. Uscha and myself owned and drove an immaculate Porsche
944, a brilliant car technically spoken, which had been developed by Porsche for VW as the so called
Type 924. After the victory in class as the S-Type under the driven guidance of World Champion in
Rallye sport Walter Röhrl and the very reliable Porsche motorsport adviser Jürgen Barth, the 944 was
built at AUDI in Ingolstadt and sold for some decades very successfully under the name Porsche. This
car was leading many new buyers to the house Porsche at Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen due to its qualities
in daily use, technical superiority, outstanding performances in driving abilities and masterful GT-
optic. A fantastic Type this 944 and its later facelifts with even more powerful engines.

But this is the intensively lived and loved past.

In year 2001 I was in front of the motorway rest station of Modena Nord and I decided in a couple of
seconds to have a break for man and machine. I looked onto my speedometer and remarked that the
BMW was celebrating his 237.000 kilometer birthday (not per hour, but overall). Just at that moment
I was overtaken by two photo models in their VW-beetle with a huge silver-blue Red Bull tin can
mounted at the roof. A couple of yards away the very well dressed young Ladies had a break as well.
We got in contact and the exchange of addresses was only a short question of time. My first official
connection with the Formula One World Champion Team under the pilots Sebastian Vettel and Mark
Webber in the upcoming years 2010 and 2011 had been done. The Austrian Dietrich Mateschitz and
Dr. Helmut Marko were celebrating very, very strong development work after having bought the
Jaguar-Ford Formula One Team of Sir Jackie Stewart. Together with the Chief-Designer Adrian Newey
and race director Chris Horner this work on the fields of high technology and organization in
connection with the very convincing driving potential of the BMW Racing School paid off in two
World Championships until today. Very sensitively steered Vettel the “Kinky Kylie” called Red Bull-
Renault Formula One racer in an astonishing series of victories over the race circuits worldwide.
Of course I didn´t expect this in year 2001. But in 2010 and 2011 my two cameras Panasonic Lumix
and Canon power shot ix 30 made marvelous dynamic pictures from the Monaco Grand Prix race.

In 2001 I wanted to visit my long friend Brenda Vernor. She was – as well for a long time – the
assistant and secretary of the FERRARI-founder Enzo Ferrari. And without Brenda, who went to
Ferrari in the 1960s together with her lover Mike Parkes, who drove long distance- and a Ferrari
Formula One race at Spa-Franchorchamps, Uscha and myself wouldn´t have got the chance for the so
much important interview with Enzo Ferrari in year 1978. THANKS Brenda, again and again!!!

Thanks GOD, Brenda was very well as well in year 2001. She showed me her new kingdom in the
rooms of the old FERRARI-founder office at Modena. Viale Trento Trieste number 31. High
Performance Engineering is the name of the company now, where Brenda works for Piero, who looks
very much like his father Enzo Ferrari, by making all his business administration and office work. This
is the way it is, that Piero Ferrari is able to concentrate to his job as a designer and developer of race-
and serial production engines of Italian makes (Ducati for instance). I am sure Piero has had his magic
hands within the victories in the Formula One World Championships of Ferrari and their pilot Michael
Schumacher in the years 2000 until 2004 as well. I am not allowed to write this officially. According to
Brenda is everything very top secret…

I invited Brenda to have a meal.
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Jesus Christ with                                                                                                                                                                                             12 followers (two                                                                                                                                                                             of them were female:                                                                                                                                                                        Maria Magdalena and                                                                                                                                                                 Caecilia, of course both without beard)
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In the Minoriten Church at Vienna-Austria was shown the fresco of Leonardo da Vinci fromMilano-Italy Church Santa Maria de la Grazie as a photographed copy on canvas.
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Minoriten Church                                                                                                                                                                                      at Vienna-Austria:                                                                                                                                                                   Incredibly beautiful                                                                                                                                                                               mosaic by Rafael                                                                                                                                                                     according to the                                                                                                                                                                                   LAST SUPPER by                                                                                                                                                                        Leonardo da Vinci.
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In the Hollywood film “Da Vinci Code” with Tom Hanks by Ron Howard it was revealed that at least one follower of Jesus Christ was female: Maria Magdalena.
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Last Supper
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12 + 1 = 13
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Chapter 84A: I wrote this chapter 84, because my father-in-law „Herbie“ Turat, crime director at the criminal police at Düsseldorf-Mettmann, in those days had stolen my SABA Video-camera, whose objective system had been destroyed during a crash at the place, were we were bulding our house in Spain. He had stolen as well my Camera Asahi Pentax 6x7 and gave them both to his other son-in-law Lutz for reparation reasons.  Why “Herbie” didn´t inform me in those days about these actions of himself? After the last 12 years of extremely difficult cooperation, based on missing links and indirect informations, with Hollywood and the film industry of Mr. Cassian Elwes of the WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY at Beverly Hills-USA I try to introduce a quite futuristic component into the game: There is a book existing called OPERATION JESUS by J.J. Benitez. Subtitle: The report of a time journey witness about the last elven days of Jesus of Nazareth. In this incredible exciting and very interesting book is presented a video camera. With this equipment the crucifixion of JESUS had been digitally registered. What kind of a fabulous story.If we are thinking about the facts of the true crash of the true extra terrestrians at Ros( e)well-New Mexico-USA at 04-JULY-1947, why there shouldn´t be existing beings in outer space intelligence being more intelligent than we are on mother earth? Have these time journey travelers from another star in our galaxy really brought a video camera with them, with which the crucifixion had been filmed? An event, which could have taken place on earth with our state-of-the-art of inventions of those days only after the first presentation of movie pictures by the French brothers Lumiere in year 1836 about a train entering a station presented to the spectators in a Kirmes-cinema.If this was like that, then “Herbie´s” expropriation was a good meant broad hint with a pale and everything would be in order. Well done, “Herbie”!  Even the thing with the plants. Incredibly good!!! THANKS fro everything… (J.J. Benitez OPERATION JESUS Original title: Caballo de Troja, SCHERZ Verlag ISBN 978-3-502-10043-8).
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The film: „Jesus loves me“_________________________________________________________________ Under the title „Until next Thuesday“ Axel Schock and Elke Vogel wrote a critic in Lüdenscheider Nachrichten newspaper about the film “Jesus loves me”, a work done by film director Florian David Fitz. In the second chapter they wrote literally: „…that the nuclear contaminated Joshua coming from Palastine, having not really a professional background really is the Jesus Christ, the man from the cross in the bible, is talk of the town now. For Marie (played by Jessica Schwarz) this thought is coming too late…”How many proofs are necessary at last, that the CIA (jessICA = Jesu-SS-CIA) and the STASI-film makers take ideas from my screenplay ROCKY 6 and my book Hollywood stories: “nuclear contaminated” JESUS II.???Directly beside this film critic informs the Lüdenscheider Nachrichten newspaper about a DDR-film called “Barabra”, which might have a chance to get an OSCAR-trophee at 24-FEB-2013 at Los Angeles.At 08-FEB-2000 I handed over my screenplay "ROCKY 6" in the version "ROY SAVIOUR" with the BAR-Racing (BAR = British American Tobacco-Racing Team) instead the Ferrari-Team in chapter Zero, only to get perfect 100 % feedback from my Hollywood partners.Here is the feedback: The STASI is making a BAR-BAR-A-film from my BAR-version. Congratulations, if I wouldn´t have read it in newspapers yesterday I never ever would have had an idea like this one… Manolo d´Alessandro alias Manfred Alexander Klutmann from Lüdenscheid-Deutschland wishes much success to the STASI-Team in Berlin for their participation at the OSCAR Award-ceremony at Los Angeles!!! If the film is done well, it might even have deserved an OSCAR…By the way, BRD-Ex-Chancellor Dr. Gerhard Schroeder has two dogs, one is called HOLLY and the other WOOD. Oh, I see, that isn´t true yet, but one really is called HOLLY and the other will arrive soon…
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Nuclear Power Jesus
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Paix sovietique - Peace sowjetic__________________________________I bought this communistic magazine on a flea market at Modena-Italy. The front page shows a Jesus Christ, who is fighting against a poisoning snake. What are we told from this: Adam didn´t die by the poison of the snake in the apple of Eve, but it was Jesus Christ? Heaven, we have to rewrite the bible, if this is true… Or is it only simple communistic propaganda??? This mistake of Eve against Adam is the so called heritage sin according to Christian believers and is compensated by the death of Jesus Christ at the cross. I personally believe in GOD and the beauty of his creation worldwide. Where we see poverty, hunger and overcrowded regions, we have to think about what kind of action has to take place for solving these problems.
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Jesus by Zeffirelli________________________________One of the very best of the best JESUS-films was done by Italian Regisseur and Opera Producer Franco Zeffirelli in year 1977 (ITV global entertainment). Four brilliant CDs open up our minds about the whole story and history of JESUS CHRIST in a magnificent and extremely convincing way.
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Rom or Jerusalem_________________________________________________________There is a nice sentence. Nomen est omen.                                                                                                                  A name tells you the true meaning of the word:R = Read                                                                                                                                                                            O = only                                                                                                                                                                                                                  M = MemoryorJe = Jesus                                                                                                                                                                                          R = Radioactivity                                                                                                                                                                        USA = USA                                                                                                                                                                                   Lem = Mel Gibson
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I love GOD
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(and a woman)
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Celibacy______________________Human mankind wants a modern church. But is the abolition of celibacy  the non marital status of roman-catholic priests  belonging  to this? I personally want a rich church in any spiritual, political and other respects of the nature in this world. Divorce and death of married partners will led to heritage tax problems and property transfers to the living partner. Therefore I accept celibacy and support a materially save future of the roman-catholic church. Catholic priests who want to marry should change into evangelic protestant church, if they want and if possible.
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Pope: corporal punishment for kids?                                                                   ______________________________________________                                                                                              Hengst 2015-APR-02In FEB-2015 Pope Francisco I. officially spoke about the possible corporal punishment of children due to a story he had been told during a wedding day. – In Chapter 23.2 and 3. of my screenplay ROCKY 6 the Priest Frantzen clapped two kids onto her cheeks, who were sitting in the first row of the Andreas Church at Essen, because they didn´t follow his sermon during the Holy Mass and were speaking to each other. Therefore Children Protection Associations made a discussion about this subject at 06-FEB-2015, whether corporal punishment of kids might be correct and acceptable in our times or not.Concerning this matter I can remember at least two stories in my own life. Once I left a party at my girlfriend Claudia Hagedorn at Lüdenscheid-Bierbaum, for transporting my tape recorder with music to the party, because obviously there was not enough good music to the liking of Claudia for the follow-up of the party. My class colleague Peter Rittinghaus asked me to accompany me and therefore we drove with the Hueck Company Car of my father Alfredo back to our home for looking for the music machine.During our drive back to the party Rittinghaus asked me to let him drive the Mercedes. I rejected his request, because he was not yet in the possession of an official driving permit. But Peter asked me again and again, he really was imploring that much, that I got pity on him, that we really changed our places. Then it came like it seemed it had to come, we had an accident: Peter did hold his hands just on the lowest points of the steering wheel, maybe he thought that that was the best possibility of having the control of the heavy Benz. Anyway, when we narrowed to the entrance of the part of Lüdenscheid called Bierbaum with our car driven in a quite normal and allowed speed, he had to take a right hand corner. But Peter didn´t brake to slow down the car to take this corner and I asked him, where he wanted to drive? We had to drive in the road laying on our right side to get back onto the party.When Peter realized that I was right, he turned the wheel instantly to the right side and went well into the first part of the corner, but then we entered into a lower hedge beside the road, where the car stopped and the engine went off. I jumped out of the car and we changed our places in front row again. I tried to start the engine again, what luckily enough happened. In the meantime a quite interested German citizen was following our hectic actions at night and my try to get the car out of the hedge. I succeeded, but the wheels were turning through like having a burn-out before a dragster race for heating up, because the hedge doesn´t really want to give free the Mercedes-Benz again. Then I stopped the car on the right side of the road and on parts of the pedestrian walk for having a look whether the car or the hedge had received major damages. I realized a lost screw only, because the official car number plate was hanging loose at the other screw, which was still in the right position at the front bumper. The hedge seemed to have good genes and was so strongly developed by wind and weather, that our departure into the green wilderness was not really to be seen.
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But my activity to fix the number plate again at the bumper took time, anyway it was long enough that our misfortune of the accident afterwards was not judged being a hit-and-run action. I didn´t observe my wrist watch, but it might have been a good quarter of an hour that I tried in vain to fix the number plate until I found a simple wire in the trunk department which replaced the work of the necessary screw.At the end of the next Monday my father Alfredo asked me what had happen to the car during the last weekend, because there had been two policemen in his office who informed him about our bad luck at Bierbaum corner. Well, what do I have to say, I was telling him the whole and unfortunate truth of the accident, what we had done… Having finished the story, my father Alfredo gave me a quite heavy hit onto my cheek, heavily enough that I literally lost my ability to hear on this ear for quite a while.This one and only hit into my face by my father Alfredo during my whole life time showed consequences. When I went swimming for the working group of the Zeppelin-Gymnasium at Lüdenscheid in the Parktheater pool days after this incident, I lost the normal sight under water                       and I had the feeling that I got water into my middle ear. It was quite uncomfortable. Obviously                      the eardrum had been broken by the heavy hit of my father.From my sight nowadays this hit of a punishment by my father was fully deserved. First of all Rittinghaus didn´t have a driving permit. Secondly: He could have realized a major damage to the car or elsewhere, not to speak about killing other people or ourselves…But who was responsible or guilty for this accident? It was the social situation. I had the allowance to drive a car, but Peter had - not yet - this permit. On the other hand I had reminded him –too late – where we really wanted to go, because Peter lived only some miles away at Piepersloh, it seemed to me later, that he wanted to drive into that direction, for having much more fun with the Mercedes-Benz, instead of going back directly to the party. Anyway, I was guilty in this accident as well, if I wouldn´t have tell Peter, where he had to drive, he maybe never ever would have tried to get this tricky corner.This was a quite unhappy discovery.Attorney Ebke, my mother and myself were telling the States Attorney about the accident in a quite cloudy way, that „…the car was sliding into the corner and landing in a hedge beside the road followed by small damage only” or something like that. Peter Rittinghaus as the responsible driver in this accident action without driving permit and the follow-up of inadequate driving activities was not mentioned by us in the whole letter.Peter Rittinghaus is not living since quite many years now. I don´t know the true facts of the end of his life, but it was him who made our Director of the School called Frehland extremely upset during the Sport examen at the end of our time in the Gymnasium 1969. Mr. Frehland was screaming loudly to our class 1 B, what kind of a farce we were making here. The farce had been Mister Rittinghaus, who mastered two forward rolls and two lower jumps into the air. The next person of our class, who showed more difficult activities by a handspring, was able to calm down our Director again, who left the sport hall with a bigger smile…
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The car accident had thought me different things: Please never lent a car to third persons, if it is not allowed, correctly assured and a responsible action overall. And the hit onto my face by my father was really deserved!!! Because it clearly showed me, that there are borders everywhere, which shouldn´t be crossed, otherwise a socially acceptable behavior became – totally deserved – a quite aggressive contra productive attitude. There we are again: War and Peace according to a famous and big book, world literature by Leo Tolstoi.Second subject: During my time at Andreas School at Essen I had an argument with my class colleague Peter Gruner, whom I took into the so called double Nelson, because he had asked another boy of our class, to attack some of the girls during the pause in our school by certain Rugby elements or something like that.Our try to clear the whole situation „between men“, was declared by our direction of the school as an unacceptable fighting brawl. Therefore we received in front of our class a generally accepted punishment by our class teacher Sopa, who gave us several painful hits with a small bamboo stick onto our fingers. Before this all took place I received a heavy hit to my head by a strong pillar at the pause hall. When I left Peter alone after the whole fighting action was finished, I made a 180 degree turn without realizing the position of the pillar. I received a big bump on my upper forehead and our teacher Pohlschröder, who lived in the same von-Seckt-Street like Peter did, ordered a helper to bring me home.Unfortunately I must admit, that the punishment at school and the unexpected bump on my head were fully deserved. Peter and me, we should have talked to each other instead of attacking us in an unnecessary fight…. Because we say in Germany „…all good things are three“, here is another story with another Peter, who was called by us `Smoking Pitter´. In year 1965 he tried to push me down to the ground, nevertheless the fact, that I didn´t do anything to him at all. During a pause, when we were standing or eating at the locations outside of the school at the Sauerfeld he attacked me by a big jump against my legs and I lost balance at the snowy grounds and fall down quite heavily. I asked him to follow me to the Children Hospital, where the friend of my parents - Dr. Wolfgang Nagel - was the director, because I feared that my arm had broken. Dr. Nagel couldn´t make a diagnosis about a broken arm, but a severe swelling at the arm. Anyway, maybe this was better for him and me as well than a broken arm would have been. One day I shall ask Peter, which kind of an ape has bitten him to attack me on this slippery ground without having any reason to do so. Maybe he will answer: “I have no idea, maybe I felt being bored!” – If he would have told me that he wanted to play Rugby with me, we would have produced a nice snow ball fight, but this was – unfortunately – forbidden by the school authorities, too.
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Shepardfrom the endof the world
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Pope in Manila                                                                 _____________________  In the middle of JAN-2015 Pope Franziskus the First had six million praying followers during a mass, which had been organized at the town Manila (on the Philippines islands). Analysts of languages or followers of the CIA might be able to find a confirmation within the word Manila for Mani works for LA (Los Angeles – USA)… In other words, don´t worry, Mani doesn´t want to become King in reality, but his screenplay plays eventually an important role for a Hollywood-film and the interpretation of the Bible, Revelation of John chapter 19 verse 11!!!
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Holy Bible: Revelation 19,11_________________________________________________________________11 Now I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse. And He who sat on him was called Faithful and True, and in righteousness He judges and makes war. 12 His eyes were like a flame of fire, and on His head were many crowns. He had a name written that no one know except Himself. 13 He was clothed with a robe dipped in blood, and His name is called the Word of God. 14 And the armies in heaven, clothed in fine linen, white and clean, followed Him on white horses. 15 Now out of His mouth goes a sharp sword, that with it He should strike the nations. And He Himself will rule them with a rod of iron. He Himself treads the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God. 16 And He has on His robe and on His thigh a name written:KING OF KINGS                                                                                                                                                                    AND LORD OF LORDS20 Then the beast was captured, and with him the false prophet, who worked signs in his presence, by which he deceived those who received the mark of the beast and those who worshipped his image. These two were cast alive into the lake of fire (volcano) burning with brimstone. 21 And the rest were killed with the sword which proceeded from the mouth of Him who sat on the horse.Revelation 20,4: And I saw thrones, and they sat on them, and judgment was committed to them. Then I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for their witness to Jesus and the word of God, who had not worshiped the beast or his image, and had not received his mark on their foreheads or their hands. And they lived and reigned with Christ for a thousand years.(I hope that we shall see soon, what Hollywood and surrounded film industry will make from these verses and prophecies from the Bible.)
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GOD bless you all!
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How we save the
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  WORLD
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      t-o-d-a-y...
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Anybody there?
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